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Abstract 

 
In this paper, we investigate an optimal more-for-less solution of an intuitionistic 

fuzzy transportation problems with mixed constraints in a single stage. An  

algorithm called intuitionistic fuzzy zero point method is used to find an optimal –

more-for-less solution in terms of triangular intuitionistic fuzzy numbers.This 

method is very simple, easy to  understand and apply. An optimal more-for-less 

solution procedure illustrated with the new relevant numerical example.   

 
Keywords: Intuitionistic fuzzy transportation problem, Triangular intuitionistic 

fuzzy numbers, intuitionistic fuzzy zero point method, optimal solution, mixed 

constraints, more-for-less solution. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

         The theory of fuzzy set introduced by Zadeh[18] in 1965 has achieved 

successful applications in various fields.  The concept of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets 

(IFSs) proposed by Atanassov[1] in 1986 is found to be highly useful to deal with 

vagueness. The major advantage of IFS over fuzzy set is that IFSs separate the 

degree of membership (belongingness) and the degree of non membership (non 

belongingness) of an element in the set .The concept of fuzzy mathematical 

programming was introduced by Tanaka et al in 1947 the frame work of fuzzy 

decision of Bellman and Zadeh[3]. In the literature, many researchers [4, 10, 7]  
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have developed various algorithms to solve FTP with equality constraints. A 

literature search revealed no systematic method for finding an optimal solution of 

IFTPs with mixed constraints.  

The more-for-less (MFL) paradox in an IFTP occurs when it is possible to 

ship more total goods for less (or equal) total cost while shipping the same amount 

or more from each origin and to each destination keeping all shipping costs non-

negative . The occurrence of MFL in distribution problems is observed in nature. 

The existing literature [2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 13-17] has demonstrated the identifying cases 

where MFL paradoxical situation exists and also, has provide various methods for 

finding MFL solution for TPs. The primary goal of the MFL method is to 

minimize the total cost and not merely maximize the shipment load transportated. 

         In [2], Arsham developed an approach to post optimality analysis of the TPs 

through the use of perturbation analysis.  Adlaka et al.[17] developed an algorithm 

for finding an optimal MFL solution for TPs which builds upon any existing basic 

feasible solution. Adlaka and Kowalski [13,14,15] introduce a theory of absolute 

points for solving a TP and used these points for search opportunities to ship more 

for less in TP. In [6], Pandian and Natarajan [7] have proposed a new method for 

finding an optimal more-for-less solution of transportation problems with mixed 

constraints. Recently, Jahir Hussain and Senthil Kumar [6] investigated an 

Algorithmic Approach for Solving Intuitionistic Fuzzy Transportation Problem. 

         In this paper, a new ranking procedure which can be[11,12] derived and is 

used to obtain an optimal more-for-less solution in an intuitionistic fuzzy 

transportation problem with mixed constraints. The MFL analysis could be useful 

for managers in making important decisions such as increasing warehouse/plant 

capacity, or advertising efforts to increase demand at certain markets. The paper is 

organized as follows: section 2 deals with some terminology, section 3 provides 

the definition of mixed constraints intuitionistic fuzzy transportation problem and 

its mathematical formulation, section 4 deals with solution procedure, section 5 

consists of numerical example, finally conclusion is given. 

     

 

2. Terminology 
 

Definition 2.1 Let A be a classical set, ����� be a function from A to [0,1]. A 

fuzzy set �∗  with the membership function ����� is defined by  �∗ � 	
�, ������; � ∈ �	���	����� ∈ �0,1��. 
 

Definition 2.2 Let X be denote a universe of discourse, then an intuitionistic 

fuzzy set A in X is given by a set of ordered triples, ��� � �� �, �����, ����� �; � ∈ �   
Where ��, ��: � → �0,1�, are functions such that 0 # ����� $ ����� # 1, ∀� ∈ �. 
For each x the membership �����	���	����� represent the degree of membership 

and the degree of non – membership of the element � ∈ � to � ⊂ � respectively. 
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Definition 2.3 An Intuitionistic fuzzy subset A = {<x, µA(x), υA(x)> : x X } of 

the real line R is called an intuitionistic fuzzy number (IFN) if the following 

holds: 

i. There exist m R, µA(m) = 1 and υA(m) = 0, (m is called the mean value of 

A). 

ii. µA is a continuous mapping from R to the closed interval [0,1] and ∀� ∈', the relation	0 # ���x� $ υ*�x� # 1 holds. 

The membership and non – membership function of A is of the following form: 

 

	���x� �
+,-
,. 0																											/01 2 ∞ � � # 3 2 4/5���																					/01	� ∈ �3 2 4,3�1																											/01	� � 365���																										/01	� ∈ �3,3 $ 7�0																											/01	3 $ 7 # � � ∞

 

 

Where f1(x) and h1(x) are strictly increasing and decreasing function in  �3 2 4,3� and   �3,3 $ 7� respectively. 					���x� 					
�

+,
-
,. 1																																																								/01 2 ∞ � � # 3 2 49

						/:���																					/01	� ∈ �3 2 49, 3�; 0 # /5��� $ /:��� # 10																																																																									/01	� � 3			6:���																																																		/01	� ∈ �3,3 $ 79�; 0 # 65��� $ 6:��� # 11																																																		/01	3 $ 79 # � � ∞
 

Here m is the mean value of A. α and β are called left and right spreads of 

membership function	���x�, respectively.α′	���	β′ represents left and right 

spreads of non membership function ���x�, respectively. Symbolically, the 

intuitionistic fuzzy number ��� is represented as AIFN =(m;	4, 7;α′, β′). 
 

Definition 2.4 A Triangular Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number (ÃI
 is an intuitionistic 

fuzzy set in R with the following membership function	���x� and non 

membership function
 ���x�: ) 

 

 

���x� �
+,-
,.

� 2 �5�: 2 �5 																										/01	�5 # � # �:�; 2 ��; 2 �: 																				/01	�: # � # �;
0																											<=6>1?@A>

 

 

���x� �
+,-
,.

�: 2 ��: 2 �5′ 																										/01	�5′ # � # �:� 2 �:�; ′ 2 �: 																				/01	�: # � # �;′
1																											<=6>1?@A>
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Where 	�59 # �5 # �: # �; # �;9 and ���x�, �*�x� # 0.5 for ���x� � �*�x� ∀� ∈ '. This TrIFN is denoted by ���	= ��5, �:, �;��		�59, �:, �;9� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   		�59						�5										�:														�;					�;9 
                                  Membership and non membership functions of TrIFN 

 

Ranking of triangular intuitionistic fuzzy numbers 

 
       The Ranking of a triangular intuitionistic fuzzy 

number	��� � ��5, �:, �;��	�59, �:, �;9�  is completely defined by its membership 

and non- membership as follows: CD��� � EFGHGIFGH 	 ; 	�5 # � # �: and  'D��� � GJFEGJFGI 	 ;	 	�: # � # �;    

 CK��� � GIFEGIFGH ′ ; 	�5′ # � # �: and 'K��� � EFGIGJ′FGI ; 			�: # � # �; ′ 
The inverse functions CF5 and 'F5 analytically express as given below: 

 

 	CDF5�6� � �5 $ �	�: 2 	�5�h  ;	 	'DF5�6� � 	�; 2 �	�; 2 	�:�h   

 	CKF5�6� � �: 2 
	�: 2 	�5 ′�h  ;			'KF5�6� � �: $ 
�;′ 2 	�:�h  

  CF5 and 'F5 be the inverse functions of the function C and ' respectively. Then 

the Graded mean Integration Representation of membership function of ��� 
is,		LD
���� � M NHO PQRSTH�N�U�5FQ�VSTH�N�W	XN

M N	XNHO  

               � M NHO PQ	�GHU�	GIF	GH�N�U�5FQ�
	GJF�	GJF	GI��NW	XN
M N	XNHO  

               � Q�	GHF	GJ�U	GJU:	GI;  

The Graded mean Integration Representation of non-membership function of ��� 
is,            LK
���� � 	 M NOH PYRZTH�N�U�5FY�VZTH�N�W	XN

M N	XNOH  

 � M NOH PY
	GIF
	GIF	GH′	�N�U�5FY�
	GIU
GJ′F	GI�N�W	XN
M N	XNOH  

LK
���� 	� 	27
	�5′ 2 	�; ′	� $ 	�: $ 2�;′3  

L
���� � 	 �4�	�5 2 	�;� $ 	�; $ 2	�:3 , 27
	�5′ 2 	�;′	� $ 	�: $ 2�;′3 	� 
Let ��� � �8,10,12��5,10,15� be a TrIFN, then its rank is defined by membership 

and non- membership as follows: 
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LDQ
���� � 4�	�5 2 	�;� $ 	�; $ 2	�:3 � 244 $ 323  

LKY
���� � 27
	�5′ 2 	�;′	� $ 	�: $ 2�;′3 � 2207 $ 403  4 � 0, 7 � 1         4 � 0.5 , 7 � 0.5             4 � 1, 7 � 0 LDQ
���� � 10.67        LDQ
���� � 10                         LDQ
���� � 9.33 LKY
���� � 6.67          LKY
���� � 10                         LKY
���� � 13.33 LDQ
���� � LDQ
bc �� and  LKY
���� � LKY
bc �� implies L
���� � L
bc �� 

 

Definition 2.5 Let ���d� , @ � 1,2, … , �  be a set of TrIFNs. If '���f� � # '���d��for all 

i, then the TrIFN ��f�		is the minimum of  ���d� , @ � 1,2, … , � . 
 

Definition 2.6 Let ���d� , @ � 1,2, … , �  be a set of TrIFNs. If '���g�� h '���d��for all 

i, then the TrIFN ��g�		is the maximum of 	���d� , @ � 1,2, … , � . 
 

Arithmetic Operations 

Addition: ��� ⊕ bc � � ��5 $ j5, �: $ j:, �; $ j;���59 $ j59 , �: $ j:, �;9 $j;9 �  
Subtraction:   ÃI

 Θ B�I =��5 2 j;, �: 2 j:, �; 2 j5���59 2 j;9 , �: 2 j:, �;9 2 j59� 
Scalar multiplication: 

i.  kAmn � �ka5, ka:, ka;��k	a5' , ka:, ka;' �, for	K � 0  

ii. t��� � �t�;, t�:, t�5�
t	�;′ , t�:, t�5′ �, /01	u � 0  

 

 

3.  Intuitionistic Fuzzy Transportation Problem with mixed 

constraints 
 

       Consider an mxn mixed constraints intuitionistic fuzzy transportation 

problem (P)  Minimize vc� � ∑ ∑ xdy⨂{y|5}d|d ��dy5 , �dy: , �dy; ���dy5′ , �dy: , �dy;′� 
                  Subject to,  																∑ ��dy5 , �dy: , �dy; ���dy5′ , �dy: , �dy;′�	{y|5 ≽ 
�d5, �d:, �d;�	��d5′ , �d:, �d;′� 	@ ∈ �   

              ∑ ��dy5 , �dy: , �dy; ���dy5′ , �dy: , �dy;′�	{y|5 ≼ 
�d5, �d:, �d;�	��d5′ , �d:, �d;′� 	@ ∈ �   

																∑ ��dy5 , �dy: , �dy; ���dy5′ , �dy: , �dy;′�	{y|5 �, 
�d5, �d:, �d;�	��d5′ , �d:, �d;′� 	@ ∈ �   

               ∑ ��dy5 , �dy: , �dy; ���dy5′ , �dy: , �dy;′� 	≽}d|5 
jy5, jy:, jy;� �jy5′ , jy:, jy;′� , @ ∈ �		                                                                                                              
																∑ ��dy5 , �dy: , �dy; ���dy5′ , �dy: , �dy;′�	}d|5 ≼ 
jy5, jy:, jy;� �jy5′ , jy:, jy;′� , @ ∈ �	                                                                          
              ∑ ��dy5 , �dy: , �dy; ���dy5′ , �dy: , �dy;′�	}d|5 � 
jy5, jy:, jy;� �jy5′ , jy:, jy;′� , @ ∈ �                                                           

															��dy5 , �dy: , �dy; ���dy5′ , �dy: , �dy;′� ≽ 0c� ,																						@ � 1,2,… ,3				��� 																																																																																													� � 1,2, … , �  and integers 

Where m = the number of supply points;  n = the number of demand points; 

Q,T and S are pairwise disjoint subsets of �	@ � 1,2, … ,3  such that                                

                                                                                     Q∪T∪S=�	@ � 1,2, … ,3 ; 
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 U,V and W are pairwise disjoint subsets of �	@ � 1,2, … , �  such that                  

                                                                                       U∪V∪W=�	@ � 1,2, … ,3 ; ��dy� � ��dy5 , �dy: , �dy; ���dy5′ , �dy: , �dy;′� be the quantity  of commodity transported from i
th

 

origin to j
th

  destination, xdy  be the cost of  transporting one unit of the product 

from i
th

  origin to j
th 

 destination, ��d� � ��d5, �d:, �d;���d5� , �d:, �d;�� is the quantity of 

commodity available at  origin i and, jcy� � 
jy5, jy:, jy;� �jy5� , jy:, jy;�� is 	the quantity of 

commodity needed at  destination j, so as to minimize the intuitionistic fuzzy 

transportation cost. 

 
Remark 1 : If  U,V, Q and T are empty, then the problem (P) becomes the TP 

with equality constraints. 

       The IFTP with mixed constraints (P) can be represented by a matrix form of 

order mxn called the cost matrix. For m=3 and n=3, the structure of the 

transportation table is 

 

 

 1 2 3 Supply 

1 x55 x5: x5; � ��5�  

2 x:5 x:: x:; ≽ ��:�  

3 x;5 x;: x;; ≼ ��;�  

Demand � jc5�  ≽ jc:�  ≼ jc;�   

   

 
   Now, we follow the rules given below for finding the maximum possible 

allotment to a cell in the transportation table whose corresponding intuitionistic 

fuzzy supply and intuitionistic fuzzy demand limits are ��d� and jcy� respectively. 

(i) The maximum possible allotment to the cell whose limits pair is           	� ��d�	, � jcy��, �minimum of 	��d�	, jcy��, 
(ii) The maximum possible allotment to the cell whose limits pair is           	≽ ��d�	, ≽ jcy��, �maximum of 	��d�	, jcy��, 
(iii) The maximum possible allotment to the cell whose limits pair is           	≼ ��d�			, ≼ jcy��, � 0c�, 
(iv) The maximum possible allotment to the cell whose limits pair is           	� ��d�	, ≽ jcy��, � ��d�, 
(v) The maximum possible allotment to the cell whose limits pair is           

	� ��d�	, ≼ jcy��, �   � ��d� 		 ∶ 	 jcy� ≽ ��d�	jcy� 		 ∶ 	 jcy� 	≺ 					 ��d�										 
(vi) The maximum possible allotment to the cell whose limits pair is           

	≼ ��d�	, ≽ jcy��, �   � ��d� 							 ∶ 	 jcy� ≽ ��d�	jcy� 			 ∶ 	 jcy� 				≺ 					 ��d�										 
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4. The Computational Procedure for Optimal MFL Solution 
 

Step 1. Consider a mixed constraints intuitionistic fuzzy transportation problems 

with the supply and demand quantities are triangular intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. 

 
Step 2. Find a basic feasible solution of the IFTP with mixed constraints using the 

intuitionistic fuzzy zero point method.   

 

Step 3. Prepare the Modi index matrix for the basic feasible solution of the IFTP 

with mixed constraints obtained in the Step2. 

 

Step 4. Identify the negative Modi indices and related columns and rows. If none 

exists, this is an optimal solution to the IFTP with mixed constraints (no MFL 

paradox is present). STOP. 

 

Step 5. Form a new TP with mixed constraints by changing the sign of columns 

and rows having negative Modi indices from � to ≽ and ≼ to � in the given 

problem.  

 

Step 6. Repeat the step 2 to Step 5 until to obtain an optimal solution for the new 

IFTP with mixed constraints.  

 

Step 7. The optimal solution obtained in the Step 6 for the new IFTP with mixed 

constraints is an optimal MFL solution of the given TP with mixed constraints. 

(by the Theorem 2). 

 
Remark 2. At the time of using the intuitionistic fuzzy zero point method [6] for 

finding a basic feasible solution of the given problem, we change the step 4 of the 

intuitionistic fuzzy zero point method by the following new step: 

 
Step 4. Check if each column intuitionistic fuzzy demand can be accomplished 

from the union of row supplies whose reduced costs in that column are 

intuitionistic fuzzy zero. Also, check if each row supply can be accomplished 

from the union of column intuitionistic fuzzy demands whose reduced costs in 

that row are intuitionistic fuzzy zero. If so, go to Step 7. (Such reduced 

transportation table is called the allotment table). 

 
Theorem 1.  Any optimal solution to the problem (P1) where  

                      (P1)  Minimize vc�∗ � ∑ ∑ �xdy 2{y|5}d|d �d 2 �y���dy�  

                               Subject to (1) to (7) are satisfied, 

Where �d  and �y are some real values, is an optimal solution to the problem (P) 

Where   

                              (P) Minimize vc� � ∑ ∑ xdy{y|5}d|d ��dy�  
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                               Subject to (1) to (7) are satisfied. 

 

Proof.  Now,   vc�∗ � ∑ ∑ xdy��dy� Θ	{y|5}d|d ∑ ∑ �d��dy�{y|5}d|d Θ	 ∑ ∑ �y��dy�{y|5}d|d  

                          vc�∗ � vc�Θ	 ∑ �d}d|5 jdΘ	 ∑ �y�y 	{y|5 . (from (1) and (7) ) 

Since ∑ �djcd�}d|5  and ∑ �y��y�	{y|5 are independent of  ��dy�  , for all i and j, we can 

conclude that any optimal solution to the problem (P1) is also an optimal solution 

to the problem (P). Hence the theorem. 

 

Theorem 2. The optimal MFL solution of an IFTP with mixed constraints is an 

optimal solution of a new IFTP with mixed constraints which is obtained from the 

given IFTP with mixed constraints by changing the sign of columns and rows 

having negative Modi indices from � to  ≽ and ≼  to  � . 

 

Proof: Since the existence of a MFL situation in an IFTP with mixed constraints 

requires only one condition namely, the existence of a location with negative 

fuzzy Modi index. Therefore, the negative Modi index at a cell (i,j) , �d $ �y  

indicates that we can achieve the supply of the i
th

 source / the demand of the j
th

 

destination at the maximum possible level. Construct a new IFTP with mixed 

constraints obtained from the given problem by changing the sign of columns and 

rows having negative Modi indices from � to  ≽ and ≼ to � in the given problem. 

The newly constructed IFTP with mixed constraints is an IFTP with mixed 

constraints such that all the columns and rows having negative Modi indices can 

be achieved at the maximum level. Therefore, any solution of the newly 

constructed IFTP with mixed constraints is an MFL solution to the given problem. 

Thus, the optimal solution of the newly constructed IFTP with mixed constraints 

is an optimal MFL solution to the given IFTP with mixed constraints.  

 

Remark 3: If the cost matrix are intuitionistic fuzzy numbers then the Modi index 

at a cell (i,j) is ��d� $ ��y� . 
 

5. Numerical Example:  
 

     Consider the following IFTP with mixed constraints 

 

 IFD1 IFD2 IFD3 IF supply 

IFO1 2 5 4 �  
(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 

IFO2 6 3 1 ≽  
(3,6,9)(2,6,10) 

IFO3 8 9 2 ≼ 
(6,9,12)(4,9,14) 

IF 

demand 
� 

(4,8,12)(1,8,15) 
≽ 

(8,10,12)(5,10,15) 
≼ 

(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 
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         We obtain the following allotment table for the given problem by using the 

step 1 to the step 5 of the intuitionistic fuzzy zero point method. 

 

 

 

Then, we obtain the following allotment for the given problem by using allotment 

rules of the IFZP method. 

 

 

 

 Therefore, a basic feasible solution for the given IFTP with mixed constraints is ���55	= (2,5,8)(1,5,9),		���:5= (-4,3,10)(-8,3,14),						���::= (8,10,12)(5,10,15),	 ���:;= (2,5,8)(1,5,9), ���;;= (0,0,0)(0,0,0) and the intuitionistic fuzzy 

transportation cost is  vcI
 = (6,63,120)(-30,63,156). Now, the modi index matrix 

for the basic feasible solution of given problem is given below. 

 
 �5 �: �;  �y  

�5 2 -1 -3 2 

�:  6 3 1 6 

�;  7 4 2 7 

�d  0 -3 -5  

 

 IFD1 IFD2 IFD3 IF supply 

IFO1 0 6 7 �  
(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 

IFO2 0 0 0 ≽ 
(3,6,9)(2,6,10) 

IFO3 1 5 0 ≼ 
(6,9,12)(4,9,14) 

IF demand � 
(4,8,12)(1,8,15) 

≽ 
(8,10,12)(5,10,15) 

≼ 
(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 

 

 IFD1 IFD2 IFD3 IF supply 

IFO1 0 

(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 

6 7 �  
(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 

IFO2 0 

(-4,3,10)(-8,3,14) 

0 

(8,10,12)(5,10,15) 

0 

(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 
≽  

(3,6,9)(2,6,10) 

IFO3 1 5 0 

(0,0,0)(0,0,0) 
≼ 

(6,9,12)(4,9,14) 

IF 

demand 
�  

(4,8,12)(1,8,15) 
≽ 

(8,10,12)(5,10,15) 
≼ 

(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 
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Since the first row and the second and third columns having negative Modi 

indices, we consider the following new IFTP with mixed constraints. 

 

 

 

 

Next, we obtain the following allotment table for the new IFTP with mixed 

constraints by using the step 1 to the step 5 of the IFZP method. 

 

 

 

Now, we obtain the following allotment for the new IFTP with mixed constraints  

by  using the allotment rules of the IFZP method. 

 

(4,8,12)(1,8,15) (0,0,0)(0,0,0)  ≽ (2,5,8)(1,5,9) 

 (8,10,12)(5,10,15) (2,5,8)(1,5,9) ≽ (3,6,9)(2,6,10) 

  (0,0,0)(0,0,0) ≼ (6,9,12)(4,9,14) 

≽ 
(4,8,12)(1,8,15) 

≽ (8,10,12)(5,10,15) � (2,5,8)(1,5,9)  

 

 

Now, the Modi index matrix for the solution of the new IFTP is given below 

 

 

 IFD1 IFD2 IFD3 IF supply 

IFO1 2 5 4 ≽ 
 (2,5,8)(1,5,9) 

IFO2 6 3 1 ≽ 
(3,6,9)(2,6,10) 

IFO3 8 9 2 ≼ 
(6,9,12)(4,9,14) 

IF 

demand 
≽  

(4,8,12)(1,8,15) 
≽  

(8,10,12)(5,10,15) 
�  

(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 

 

 IFD1 IFD2 IFD3 IF supply 

IFO1 0 6 7 ≽ (2,5,8)(1,5,9) 

IFO2 0 0 0 ≽ (3,6,9)(2,6,10) 

IFO3 1 5 0 ≼ 
(6,9,12)(4,9,14) 

IF 

demand 
≽ 

(4,8,12)(1,8,15) 
≽ 

(8,10,12)(5,10,15) 
�  

(2,5,8)(1,5,9) 
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 �5 �:  �; �y  

�5 2 5 3 2 

�: 0 3 1 0 

�; 1 4 2 1 

�d  0 3 1  

 

Since all the Modi indices are positive, the current solution is an optimal solution 

of the new IFTP with mixed constraints. Thus by the Theorem1, the optimal MFL 

solution for the given IFTP with mixed constraints is  ���55	= (4,8,12)(1,8,15),		���5:=(0,0,0)(0,0,0),			���::= (8,10,12)(5,10,15),	 ���:;= (2,5,8)(1,5,9), ���;;= (0,0,0)(0,0,0) and the minimum intuitionistic fuzzy 

transportation cost is  vcI
 = (34,51,68)(18,51,84). 

Note: For calculating Modi indices, we need 3 $ � 2 1 loading cells. So, we 

keep the cells that would be loaded using the IFZP method even with a loaded of 

zero. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

Mathematical formulation of mixed constraints intuitionistic fuzzy transportation 

problems and procedure for finding an optimal more-for-less solution are 

discussed with the help of numerical example. The optimal solution is obtained in 

terms of triangular intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. The MFL analysis could be 

usefull for managers in making strategic decisions such as increasing a warehouse 

stocking level or plant production capacity and advertising efforts to increase 

demand at certain markets. So, the proposed method for an optimal MFL solution 

using IFZP method can serve managers by providing one of the best MFL 

solutions to a variety of distribution problems. The proposed method is a 

systematic procedure both easy to understand and to apply. The same approach of 

solving an intuitionistic fuzzy problem may also be utilized in future studies of 

operational research.   
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